Members of “The Nightcrawlers” receive the award from DLSU College of Law and Jose W. Diokno Foundation.
LAST FEBRUARY 7, THE UNIVERSITY RECOGNIZED THE HIGHEST ACHIEVEMENTS OF STUDENTS who topped the DLSU College Admission Test given last year, in an event dubbed, “Archer Achievers Night,” held at the Henry Sy, Sr. Hall.

A total of 120 students from all over the Philippines have been offered full scholarship under the Archer Achievers program. These students are also candidates for the University’s flagship scholarship programs – Star, Archer, Gokongwei Grants, and the Vaulgard Scholarship Program.

Qualified scholars will be announced after the interviews round with the University scholarship selection committee in March. University President Br. Raymond Sipalay FSC and Chancellor Br. Bernard Cea FSC led the administration in welcoming the scholars and their parents.

Remembering the De La Salle Brothers during WWII

IN COMMEMORATION OF THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE DE LA SALLE BROTHERS DURING WORLD WAR-II, DLSU held “Wwwo To Our Martyrs,” a series of activities held from February 10 to 21.

Activities included Test of Faith, a two-week academic program on De La Salle College during the Japanese Occupation in the Philippines, at the Ellis-Flores library by Sr. Hall.

On February 12, History Department faculty member Dr. Michael Charleston “Star” Chan conducted a lecture on De La Salle history tour wherein he traces the steps of the Brothers during their final hours at the St. Sulpice Hall.

The tour was followed by the unveiling of the new historical marker under the auspices of the National Historical Commission of the Philippines. It was followed by a public lecture on “The martyrdom at De La Salle College during the Japanese occupation of the Philippines” by Assistant Professor Joan Victor O. Jimenez at the Yuchengco Seminar Room 408.

“Gunting sa Pagpapa, Pagpapatig sa Payag at,” another tribute to the martyrs, was held for all brothers audience at the Teresa Yuchengco Auditorium.

The annual memorial mass for deceased Lasallians was held at the Most Blessed Sacrament, followed by a venues-hanging ceremony at the Brother’s Garden.

“Through the blood of our martyrs, the Lasallian Mission thrived in the Philippines. May this commemoration inspire us to make our own contribution to the mission today,” the Office of the Vice President for the Lasallian Mission read in its message to the community.

2020 PIChe CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CHE) STUDENTS EMERGED AS CHAMPIONS in the 2020 PIChe National Quiz Bowl held last February 16 at the SMX Convention Center in Bacoor City.

The PIChe National Quiz Bowl was a sub-event of the PIChe National Convention organized by the Philippine Institute of Chemical Engineers. This year, 11 schools participated in the event.

Members of the winning team are Sophia Mostoab (BS-MS CHE), who serves as team captain, Christian Jay Balboa (BS-MS CHE), John Zane Dastillos (BS-MS CHE), and Melissa Garcia Ngo (BS CHE). Chemical Engineering Department faculty member Dr. Joseph Ortenero serves as the coach of the team.